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In the form below, I am asking that you answer a few questions, then rate your ability in several key
areas of learning from this year.
The results of this survey will lead to you developing a web-page for a Google Site I am building. You will
work in groups of one, two , or three (your choice) on particular skills you built this year.
Your email address (jfrieden@hillcresttrojans.com) will be recorded when you submit this form. Not
jfrieden? Sign out
* Required

1. Last Name, First Name: *

2. Is Hillcrest the ONLY high school you have ever attended? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 4.
Skip to question 3.

TRANSFER STUDENTS
If you attended schools other than Hillcrest high school, I would like to know about them below.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/17m2G3rbhyPqNJp48PSGOnxc0tiSmuaLIT2wnhrrO4Jg/edit
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3. When did you FIRST begin attending Hillcrest High School?
Mark only one oval.
MIDDLE of 1st semester FRESHMEN year
BEGINNING/MIDDLE of 2nd semester FRESHMEN year
BEGINNING of my SOPHOMORE year
MIDDLE of 1st semester SOPHOMORE year
BEGINNING/MIDDLE of 2nd semester SOPHOMORE year
BEGINNING of my JUNIOR year
MIDDLE of 1st semester JUNIOR year
BEGINNING/MIDDLE of 2nd semester JUNIOR year
BEGINNING of my SENIOR year
MIDDLE of 1st semester SENIOR year

BELONGING
The next set of prompts helps you to answer, "TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU FEEL LIKE YOU BELONG
AT HILLCREST HIGH SCHOOL?" There are varying degrees feeling like you belong, so this next set of
questions will attempt to explore that concept.
For the purpose of this survey, let's make a simple DEFINITION OF BELONGING: WHEN YOU MOVE
FROM FEELING LIKE YOU'RE "OUTSIDE THE GROUP" TO FEELING LIKE YOU'RE "INSIDE THE
GROUP."
I want to get a sense of when your experience shifted from feeling like an outsider to feeling like you
belong here. Now, if that is NOT your experience, then I want to hear about that too.

4. When you first started attending Hillcrest High School, to what degree did you feel like an
"Outsider?" What were your thoughts and experiences at that time? (Give a 3-5 sentence
description of your experience in those first few weeks/months). *

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/17m2G3rbhyPqNJp48PSGOnxc0tiSmuaLIT2wnhrrO4Jg/edit
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5. At what point did you realize that others were sharing a similar experience to you? (Give a 3-5
sentence description of your experience at that time). *
If you feel that this question, the way it's worded, does not apply to you, then please explain why.

6. When you started to feel like you belonged at Hillcrest High School, what changed about your
behavior, involvement in school activities, and participation in your academic classes? (Give a
3-5 sentence description of your experience). *
If you feel that this question, the way it's worded, does not apply to you, then please explain why.

7. Since you are an expert at moving from "feeling on the outside" to "feeling like you belong" at
Hillcrest, HOW WOULD YOU ADVISE INCOMING STUDENTS about what to EXPECT and what
to DO? *
If you feel that this question, the way it's worded, does not apply to you, then please explain why.

WRITER'S NOTEBOOK
The next few sections will involve simple answers that require mostly clicks, and just a little bit of writing.
Be straightforward and honest in your answers.
I will mostly ask you to rate your capability involving different skills.
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